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Dear Reader,

In the name of the digitalLIFE4CE partnership, I wish you a healthy, happy and successful 2019. This New Year brings a lot of great opportunities. Personally, I do not believe in new year’s resolutions. This is why I am very happy to tell you, that we have an awesome and promising agenda for finalizing our project until the end of October. The past year we have continued to build the foundation for our upcoming major task: creating seven Central European Digital Healthcare Excellence Hot Spots (CEDHES) in our partner regions. For me, this is going to be the most exciting part. Every partner is creating something that will substantially contribute to fostering innovation in integrated healthcare system solutions in his region. To connect our transnational cooperation even closer, we are also working more intensively together to contribute to the other partners’ CEDHES. Have a look at our resume and outlook by our Lead Partner University of Applied Sciences Burgenland and sneak into our latest work:

1. Healthyday.si in Ljubljana
2. Successful launch of digitalLIFE4CE Network Alliances
4. eNova
5. STEP Ri is contributing to the business model of Trentino. Salute
6. Behind the Scenes: Introducing Technology Park Ljubljana, our project partner in Slovenia
7. digitalLIFE4CE partners join in Leipzig for knowledge transfer in smart sensors
8. Making transnational cooperation happen

Enjoy getting familiar with our project. digitalLIFE4CE project partners wish you a great and healthy time. To stay updated on our work, please follow us on Twitter.

Best Regards,

Rebecca Winter
Head of Communication digitalLIFE4CE

PS: For more Information about digitalLIFE4CE please contact your local partner or write an email to rebecca.winter@med-in-leipzig.de

This project is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund through Interreg Central Europe.